KPD OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTINGS 2005 ‐ 2019
Rpt Number

19‐036836

Date

9/6/2019

19‐035345

8/26/2019

19‐002836

1/19/2019

18‐052841

18‐051527

Location

Comments

The officers responded to 3400
Chapman Hwy. to serve an arrest
warrant on the Suspect. An altercation
ensued between the Suspect and one
3400 Chapman
of the officers. A taser was deployed
Hwy.
during the altercation as well as two
shots from an officer's issued service
weapon. The Suspect was not struck.
The Officer responded to 1716
Merchant Dr. and located the Suspect
that was involved in a hit and run
incident. The Suspect began to fight
1716 Merchant with the Officer. The Suspect took the
Dr.
Officer's taser and attempted to use it
on the Officer. The Officer gave
commands to drop the taser, the
Suspect did not comply and the
Officer shot the Suspect.
The officers responded to a call of a
suspicious person sitting in a vehicle in
a parking lot. The officers arrived and
discovered the Suspect asleep inside
the vehicle. As the officers
approached the vehicle and they
4501 Tillery Rd.
issued verbal commands for the
Suspect to exit the vehicle, the
Suspect put the vehicle in reverse and
tried to strike the Officer. The Officer
fired one shot striking the Suspect.

Officers responded to 4908 Lowe Rd.
to serve warrants on suspect and
during the search, suspect was located
12/20/2018 4908 Lowe Road and gunfire was exchanged between
suspect and the officers. Suspect was
struck and died from his injuries.

11/26/2018

330 Haywood
Ave.

Officers responded to a suspect
wielding a knife. Suspect advanced at
officers with the knife held up in an
aggressive threatening manner.
Officer commanded suspect to drop
the knife several times and told her to
stop walking toward him. Suspect did
not comply and officer then fired one
round shooting the suspect.

SubjectName

Subject
Race/Sex

Method

Officer Names

Officer Race/Sex

Cornelius Turner

B/M

Shot‐Not Struck

Richard Boruff

W/M

Channara Pheap

A/M

Shot‐Fatal

Dylan Williams

W/M

Jason Minnick

W/M

Shot‐Fatal

Leah Miller

W/F

Jacob Morgan

W/M

Shot‐Fatal

Christopher Burke, Michael
Earlywine, Todd MacFaun, and
Robert Rose

W/M, W/M, W/M, W/M

Sierra McCauley

W/F

Shot‐Fatal

James Gadd

W/M

KPD OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTINGS 2005 ‐ 2019
Rpt Number

Date

Location

2818 E. Magnolia
Ave.

17‐048132

12/8/2017

17‐044291

11/12/2017 507 E. Inskip Dr.

14‐025704

7/27/2014 I‐40 @ West Hills

14‐019340

6/7/2014

806 Graves
Street

14‐018513

5/31/2014

2107 Texas Ave

Comments
Officers initiated a traffic stop and
suspect pulled into a parking lot and
fled the vehicle on foot holding a long
gun. Suspect turned and pointed the
long gun in their direction. Officer
gave the suspect a voice command to
drop the gun and then followed this
by firing two rounds at the suspect,
not hitting him.
Officer conducted a stop and an
altercation occurred that resulted in
the officer on the ground with the
suspect fighting officer over a taser.
The officer was able to draw their
firearm and discharged one round,
striking the suspect.
Officer stopped to assist subject with
vehicle trouble. During the
interaction, subject attacked officer
and fled. Officer pursued and, upon
contact, a struggle ensued. Subject
tried to get the officer's gun, and after
a failed attempt to deploy the taser,
officer was forced to shoot the
subject.
Officers were dispatched to a
domestic call in Walter P. Taylor
Homes. Subject had fled the scene
before officers arrived. Subject was
found during neighborhood canvas
but fled from officers. Subject
brandished a weapon and fired at
officers. Officers returned fire and
killed subject. Officer was struck
twice.
Officer approached subject in a
disturbance call. After subject gave
incorrect identifying information,
officer attempted to take him into
custody. Subject resisted and officer
attempted to tase him with no
success. Subject grabbed officer's
weapon and attempted to remove it
from holster. Officer shot subject in
leg during struggle.

SubjectName

Subject
Race/Sex

Method

Officer Names

Officer Race/Sex

Marcus Curl

B/M

Shot‐Not Struck

Zach Wilson

W/M

Timothy Tillery

W/M

Shot‐Non Lethal

Vanessa Mayes

B/F

Ronald Edward
Carden

W/M

Shot‐Fatal

David Gerlach

W/M

Lonnie Fleming

B/M

Shot‐Fatal

Richard White and Thomas Turner

W/M, W/M

Teros Anderson
Sweeney

B/M

Shot‐Non Lethal

Darrell Sexton

W/M

KPD OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTINGS 2005 ‐ 2019
Rpt Number

Date

Location

14‐014153

4/28/2014 Sevier & Mcclung

14‐007439

3/6/2014

13‐024441

7/15/2013 Willow @ Patton

1301070417

1/9/2013

4111 Tazewell
Pike

County

12‐044810

11/23/2012 5822 Eldridge Rd

12‐042075

11/1/2012

7600 Kingston
Pike

Comments
Officer observed a vehicle driving
recklessly and attempted to have the
driver pull over. Subject drove toward
two officers who then shot at the
suspect vehicle, striking the subject.
Subject fled in vehicle, but was later
stopped and arrested.
Officer responded to an injured/sick
person call at residence. Subject
pulled a gun and shot at officer who
returned fire. Subject died as a result
of the injuries.
Officer attempted to stop subject with
active warrants. Subject fled on foot
and raised gun towards officer.
Officer shot at subject but did not
strike him. Subject fled before being
apprehended and arrested by another
officer.
Officer heard screaming outside his
Knox County home. Officer observed
a vehicle with two subjects inside and
his neighbor standing in front of their
vehicle. Officer identified himself as
an officer twice, but subjects drove
off, striking the neighbor and the
officer. Officer shot at subjects but
did not strike them.
Officers pursued and stopped vehicle
that matched description of burglary
suspect. Suspect drove towards
officers with his vehicle in an attempt
to hit them. Officers shot at subject.
Subject later died from gunshot
wounds.
Officer was dispatched to a domestic
disturbance call in the parking lot of
West Town Mall regarding a man with
a gun. Officer located the subject
vehicle in the parking lot and ordered
the driver out of the vehicle. During
the incident, subject was shot,
unintentionally, in the lower back by
the officer.

SubjectName

Subject
Race/Sex

Method

Officer Names

Officer Race/Sex

Charles C. Franklin

W/M

Shot‐Non Lethal

Adam Barnett and Adam Parnell

W/M, W/M

Clifford Crowe

W/M

Shot‐Fatal

Bobby Maxwell

W/M

Calvin L. Rader

B/M

Shot‐Not Struck

Jonathan Chadwell

W/M

Zachary Potts and
Alison Cross

W/M, W/F

Shot‐Not Struck

Officer Chip Braeuner

W/M

Charles Gregory
Duggan

W/M

Lethal

Charles Lyons, Chris Hutton and
Roger Simmons

B/M, W/M, W/M

Abraham Dudley

B/M

Shot‐Non Lethal

Chris Edmonds

W/M

KPD OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTINGS 2005 ‐ 2019
Rpt Number

12‐026058

11‐043163

11‐039636

11‐032566

11‐017405

11‐014395

Date

Location

Comments

SubjectName

Officer responded to a domestic call at
a residence. Subject fought with
3804 Probus, officer, taking his flashlight and hitting
7/6/2012
Paul Capps
Apt. 204
officer in the head with it. Officer
tased subject to no avail and then shot
him.
Officer approached subject involved in
7420 Chapman a shoplifting. Subject pulled a gun
Zachary Blaine Russell
11/15/2011
from his pants pocket after he had
HWY
been tazed. Officer shot subject.
Officer responded to a call regarding a
man with a gun. Subject was located
outside and failed to respond to
commands. A struggle ensued and a
114 Dante Rd
shot was fired by Officer as the subject
10/2/2011
Dustin Dunford
#409
attempted to pull a gun from his waist
band during the confrontation.
Subject was not struck and was
arrested.
Subject was asked to leave the bar
after closing and he went outside.
When officer came outside, he was
2363 E Magnolia informed the subject had a gun.
9/1/2011
Jason A. Pannell
Officer called for backup and came
Ave
upon subject who pulled gun and
started shooting at officers. Officers
returned fire, striking subject.
Officers responded to robbery at the
Family Dollar. Upon entering, officer
saw subject pointing a black revolver
at store employee. Officer ordered
subject to drop the weapon and
2604 E Magnolia
Kendrick L. Burrows
5/15/2011
subject refused to comply. Officer
Ave.
fired three rounds at subject. Subject
ran on foot and fled in vehicle at a
high rate of speed. Suspect eventually
flipped his vehicle and fled on foot.
Subject arrested.
Officer stopped a suspicious male
walking down Glen Oaks Drive. On
approach, the subject pulled a dark
Roadway 917
Christopher Jackson
4/23/2011
item, out raising it in the direction of
Glen Oaks
Officer. Officer responded by firing
one round from his service weapon at
the subject. Subject was not struck.

Subject
Race/Sex

Method

Officer Names

Officer Race/Sex

W/M

Shot‐Fatal

Brian Leatherwood

W/M

W/M

Shot‐Fatal

John Mays

W/M

W/M

Shot‐Not Struck

Joshua Dykes

W/M

B/M

Shot‐Fatal

Lynn Clemons and Jason Kalmanek

B/M, W/M

B/M

Shot‐Not Struck

John Stevens

W/M

B/M

Shot‐Missed

Joey Whitehead

W/M

KPD OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTINGS 2005 ‐ 2019
Rpt Number

Date

11‐013300

4/14/2011

11‐003342

1/28/2011

10‐050072

12/22/2010

10‐034810

9/3/2010

09‐048803

11/11/2009

08‐044743

07‐061698

Location

Comments

SubjectName

Subject
Race/Sex

Method

Officer Names

Officer Race/Sex

W/M

Shot‐Fatal

R. Flores, T. Thurman, J. Harris, J.
Chadwell

W/M, W/M, W/M, W/M

B/M

Shot‐Non Lethal

J. Jinnett and R. Offenbacker

W/M, W/M

B/M

Shot‐Non Lethal

Eric Razote

A/M

B/M

Shot‐Fatal

K. Sheppard, B. Stryker and J.
Holmes

W/F, W/M, W/M

W/M

Shot‐Non Lethal

Brian Kauffman

W/M

William Johnson

B/M

Shot‐Non Lethal

Darrell Griffin and Tyler Wylie

W/M, W/M

David Rudd

W/M

Shot‐Fatal

Colin Mcleod and Eric Razote

W/M, W/M

Officer pulled subject over for erratic
driving. Subject got out of car with gun
in his hand. Officer backed up his
patrol vehicle and subject reentered
I‐275S at
Guy Ronald McDowell
the vehicle and drove off. Officers
Woodland Ave
followed subject, and the subject
again stopped, got out and pointed
the gun at officers. Officers then shot
the subject.
Officers responded to a disturbance
call regarding a man with a gun. Upon
approaching, the subject failed to
comply with officers commands.
Edward Harris, Jr.
1800 Linden Ave.
Subject fled and officers pursued.
Upon stop, subject pulled a gun and
pointed it at officers who then shot
the subject.
Officers responded to shots fired call
and located the subject in a vehicle.
Officers ordered subject to exit the
1316 Wilson
Brandon James
vehicle, and subject pointed a gun at
Road
Johnson
both officers. Officer shot the subject
who turned out to also be a murder
suspect.
Officers were attempting to serve a
federal warrant on a subject. During
318 McConnell
Michael Chesney
the search, subject shot officer,
Ave #255
forcing officers to return fire resulting
in the death of subject.
Suspect attempted to run over officer,
Avenue A and
resulting in officer firing his weapon.
Shannon Garner
Winstead Street

Officers responded to a disturbance
call and located the suspect armed
with a weapon. Officer ordered the
Knoxville Center suspect to drop the weapon, but
10/8/2008
Mall
instead, the suspect raised the
weapon and fired in the officer's
direction. Officers returned fire
striking the suspect.
Officers were in foot pursuit of a
possible murder suspect. During the
pursuit, the suspect turned towards
4429 Kingston
the officers pointed a handgun at
12/30/2007
Pike
them. Officers fired and struck the
suspect. Suspect was later
pronounced dead.

KPD OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTINGS 2005 ‐ 2019
Rpt Number

Date

07‐016823

4/14/2007

06‐047632

10/22/2006

06‐044636

10/2/2006

06‐010680

3/9/2006

06‐008319

2/22/2006

05‐046815

10/16/2005

05‐027954

6/28/2005

IAU # 05‐2448

6/13/2005

Location

Comments

Officers responded to a suspicious
person call. After attempting to detain
3300 Holston
suspicious individuals, one suspect
Hills Rd./ Holston
fled to a vehicle and drove towards
Hills Park
officer. Officer shot at vehicle, but did
not strike offender.
Officers observed a suspect with
warrants driving a stolen vehicle.
931 Emerald Ave. When officers approached vehicle,
suspect drove towards officers
resulting in officers shooting suspect.
Officers responded to a carjacking and
located an armed suspect. Suspect
Heiskell @ 1‐275 assaulted one of the officers with the
Entrance Ramp vehicle while attempting to escape.
Officer fired and struck the suspect.
Suspect died from the injury.
Officers responded to an armed home
invasion. Upon entering the house,
2053 Bethel Ave.,
officers observed actions that led
#286
them to shoot the suspect, resulting in
his death.
Officer responded to an individual
being stabbed. Officer located the
5700 Pleasant
suspect still stabbing the victim.
Ridge Rd., Apt.
Officer shot the suspect to stop his
303
actions. Suspect was later pronounced
dead.
Suspect attacked officer with a
1322 Jourolman machete. Officer shot the suspect and
suspect later died from the injuries.
Ave.

SubjectName

Subject
Race/Sex

Method

Officer Names

Officer Race/Sex

Michael Parker

W/M

Shot‐Not Struck

Keith Johnson

W/M

Robert Winton

W/M

Shot‐Non Lethal Norman Rickman and Darrell Sexton

Endia Puckett

B/M

Shot‐Fatal

Gordon Gwathney

W/M

Larry Ardis

B/M

Shot‐Fatal

Joshua Dykes

W/M

Charles Clemons

B/M

Shot‐Fatal

Shawn Peoples

W/M

Jerenimo Sanchez

H/M

Shot‐Fatal

Charles Lyons

B/M

B/M

Shot‐Not Struck

Terry Pate

W/M

W/M

Shot‐Not Struck

Jeremy Maupin

W/M

Officer ordered the suspect to turn off
and exit the vehicle. Suspect
4315 Rutledge attempted to strike the officer with
Anthony Lamont
Holmes
Pike
the vehicle. Officer discharged his
weapon in defense. Suspect was
arrested.
Officer responded to special teams call‐
out in Dandrige. During calling out,
Christopher Whorton,
1510 Dover St.,
suspect fired at officer who then
Jr. (Committed
Dandridge, TN
returned fire, but did not strike
Suicide)
suspect.

W/M, W/M

